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MINUTES OF JUNE 2012 MEETING
 
Presidents opening address and welcome

Apologies                                             Visitors                                       

Reg Thaggard 

Murray Hare 

Kel Glare 

 

Treasurer’s Report  

Dean has given everyone an invoice for this year’s membership 

Secretary’s Report  

Correspondence in - Kev Macnally’

 Correspondence out - Correspondence
Weekend. 

General Business 

Ken Jelleff gave a warm welcome to about 7 new 
places. 

Greg Williamson from Saint John’s 
night. 
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SOUTHERN  MICROLIGHT CLUB  
Queens Birthday Long Weekend 2012 

TRIKE NEWS: Newsletter of the Southern Microlight Club - February 2012 
www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au 

MINUTES OF JUNE 2012 MEETING 

dress and welcome. 

Apologies                                             Visitors                                       Attendance # 35

ean has given everyone an invoice for this year’s membership fees. 

ev Macnally’s  Maintenance Weekend is on September 8/9

Correspondence with Kev Macnally regarding 

welcome to about 7 new people who came along from various

Greg Williamson from Saint John’s Ambulance got a great welcome as our speaker for the 

February 2012 

ttendance # 35 

September 8/9. 

acnally regarding the Maintenance 

came along from various 

our speaker for the 
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In Greg’s talk he suggested that the Certificate 1 Course was not relevant to us but the 
Certificate 2 Course was. 

It is a 2 day course but you can do it in one day but you must do homework. 

There are a range of first aid kits, large and small, available for the Club to purchase. 

There is also a well appointed kit called a general kit. 

These courses are better used if done regularly every couple years. 

We are working with the VHPA regarding funding the course and a suitable venue. 

We may be able to do it at Latrobe University or at the Manhattan Hotel. 

Jon Newell mentioned about the future of the L2 course and what is involved. 

Ken Jelleff mentioned that the Queen’s Birthday weekend went really very well for all those 
who attended. 

There was made mention that when CASA safety put on talks the Club Members should 
attend if possible. 

The latest trike accident is attributed to the Pilot’s medical condition. 

There will be some new badges made reflecting 500 and 1000 hrs.  Badges are $7.00 and 
Club shirts $50.00. 

Leigh Harrop talked about life vests and has come across one for $65.00. 

Editor’s Note:  Life Jackets should be Type 1.  As an example, the life jacket shown 
hereunder is available from C. H. Smith Marine, 16 Langridge St., (PO Box 1020), 
Collingwood, 3066, Victoria, Australia,  

 

Tornado Inflatable PFD 
Lifejacket 

$69.00 

 

Jon Newell talked about the 2 yearly Trike Instructor’s Conference and how well it went. 

Neville Kent has the next Locksley event organizing in hand. 
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Jon Newell talked about a person he met at the Instructors Conference who is offering trike 
insurance total cover for approximately $800.00 a year so if it is in a hanger, in the air, or on 
the ground or on a trailer you are covered. 

 

Max Glynn talked about the last VHPA meeting and how well it went. 

‘Mitch’ Michener talked about the requirements of the ramp check (there are 12 points) and 
that he has them so they will be posted on the Club website soon. 

The July meeting Guest Speaker will be John Reynoldson from ICOM Radios. 

Is everyone getting their newsletters??? 

Leigh Harrop put on a finishing video of the Grampians weekend; 45 minutes that were 
spectacular except the tree lopping part! 

A great meeting was had by all and followed up by coffees later till 3.00 o’clock in the 
morning; I (Chris) recall the last one was 2.00 o’clock in the morning. 

Teaching time - ran out of time! 

WEST SALE FLY-IN – 10 JUNE 2012 
 
From: Ken Jelleff 
 
The Weather chart was up to its old tricks with 3 days to go before the West Sale QB fly-in. 
With parts of the Latrobe Valley still under water in the aftermath of the floods earlier in the 
week, it was by no means a certainty to go ahead, with transiting cells of bad weather 
continuing to play local havoc. 
 
Unfortunately, the West Sale Trike Hangar was unavailable, which led past organizer Alf 

Jessup to seek the venue change to Latrobe Valley. 
Saturday morning saw the usual cells of drizzle interrupting 
intermittent sunshine, and so the main activity was the setting up of 
several aircraft within the roomy expanse of the big Hangar.  
While this was happening and we were sipping hot cuppas, lamenting 
the lack of flying weather when the unmistakable drone of a two 
stroke approaching caused those present to race outside in time to 
behold Bill Prilgrim descending through the drizzle for a wet landing 
and taxi into the hangar, followed a minute or so later by Alf, and 
Mick Ludbey from West Sale. Bill had departed his property at 
Bruthen in sunshine for the one hour flight to West Sale for a stretch 
and to pick up the Sale boys.  The sun was again shining in West 
Sale, however, after departure, thick grey alto stratus could be seen 

hanging over Latrobe Valley.  Visibility was sufficient for the group to land safely and join 
the growing throng in the hangar.  It was great to see Sue Pilgrim make 
the road trip from Bruthen to be with us also. 
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The arrival of our second grandchild the previous evening necessitated that Pauline and I to 
embark on a hurried trip to Warragul to view the latest addition to the family, leaving Club 
members to complete their setups and ready themselves for a great night of wining and dining 
at the Traralgon Winery Restaurant. The Ludbey's and Jessups arrived to complete our 
hungry numbers, along with Kay and John Brent from Traralgon. 
Our host Leon Hammond made sure we were well catered for with luscious ‘nibblies’ before 
sumptuous mains washed down by the local grape juices; an excellent evening enjoyed by all. 
 
Sunday dawned anew with the forecast calm and clear conditions a welcome sight. 
Unfortunately in a valley, fog usually precedes fine conditions in the 
winter.  Joe Ferstl found he had left his trike radio on for a week 
which had flattened his battery.  Fortunately there were many experts 
present who helped Joe to jump start his machine.  By 10 o'clock 
It had cleared enough to venture out on a short local flight toward the 
Snow fields of Mt Baw Baw, twenty minutes flight to the North, for a 
look.  Unfortunately the snow which settled across the plateau a week 
ago had all but disappeared, however the scenery was still good, and 
despite the freezing air, (which caused a certain 912 to cough and 
splutter). 
 
We all enjoyed the return trip via Blue Rock Dam west of Moe. 
Lunch of party pies and little quiches and cup cakes was washed 
down with lots of hot cuppas before getting ready again for an afternoon 
excursion, this time toward the south. 
\The trip across the Strzeleckis at 3,500ft was again a chilly affair, 
however, once across, descent to 500ft made for much more pleasant 
flying conditions.  The waters of Port Albert were calm and dotted with 
waving fishermen, (all wishing they were able to view the coastline in the 
manner of seagulls, as we were).  Returning to the LV circuit, we joined 
downwind, fitting in with several other aircraft making the most of the 
first flyable day in a while. 
 
The evenings activities began with a visit to Morwell’s Italian/Australian 

Club for a fine bistro meal.  Unfortunately they were busier than they 
anticipated, causing delays to some meals, however the size of the 
platefuls more than compensated for the slight delays.  We waved 
goodbye to Frank Buccheri, who had to get back to the big smoke and it 
was then off to the local bowling alley for the SMC skittles competition.  
A consistent mix of strikes and gutter balls kept it interesting with Tony 
Batten proving his superior prowess with a mammoth score. 
 
Monday again saw the fog roll in until 9:30, at which time it was 
suggested Bairnsdale would be a worthy objective for those who had 
never flown further east of Sale.  Unfortunately Joe was unable to fire it 
up despite lots of advice.  Ian Rees entertained us with his skill piloting 

his little RC helicopter around the hangar. 
 

The flight to Sale took us over the still swollen Latrobe River, slowly 
receding after breaking its banks earlier in the week. 
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Lorraine McGilvray again made sure her coffee machine was warmed up for our arrival and 
we were entertained by Dr. Sakar who entertained us with tales of his trike flying days before 
he defected to the dark side (3 axis heated cabin). 
 
Preparing to depart from West Sale, a large helicopter arriving on 27 caused us to grab our 
wings and hang on tight to our little machines.  The 45 minute trip east to Bairnsdale took us 
past the North edge of Lake Wellington, the beginning of the Gippsland Lakes system, now 
overflowing in places, again as a result of the deluge in the nearby mountains flowing 
through toward the coast.  We received a warm welcome at Bairnsdale 
from our old Megafauna friend and local Jabiru pilot Robin Collins, 
who put the kettle on for another welcome cuppa. 
 
From Bairnsdale, our route changed to coastal as we headed south 
across the short expanse of Lake Victoria, over Loch Sport, and down 
the 90 mile beach, an almost uninhabited stretch of golden beach which 
runs from Lakes Entrance all the way down to Woodside in South 
Gippsland.  With the onset of twilight we made the decision to cut 
straight across the Strzelecki foothills to base while some others made a 
very quick stop at Yarram before heading home also. 
 
An excellent 3 day mixture of food wine and flight experienced by the 
20 members attending.  Look forward to doing it all over again in 2013. 
 
Photos of above fly-in from Chris Ballenden follow: 
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INTERESTING  
  
All Alone in the Night - Time-lapse footage of the Earth as seen from the ISS 
 

This just too cool not to share: httas.gov/apod/ap120305.html 
 
Some birds just know how to fly! Copy and paste this into your search engine. 

Rio for Real! Fly with a bird 
 

In Hamburg , Germany , there is a fairly special attraction: a world in miniature!  

All seems real and very impressive. Copy and paste the link to see: 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ACkmg3Y64 s?rel=0 

Funny stuff. 

http://youtube.googleapis.com/v/316AzLYfAzw&autoplay=1&rel=0 
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Subject: This would get your heart started. 
Subject: P-40 link 
http://rnzaf.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=Airshows&action=display&thread=16529 

This is the biggest hole in an aircraft caused by a lightning strike that I have ever seen. 
The pilot must have gotten religion immediately after he wet his pants. I'll bet his ears 
rang for quite a while afterwards. 
 
OK. So, you're in the left-hand seat of an airliner, cruising gently along at 400 knots. 
The aircraft's on auto-pilot and you're browsing through The Financial Times, 
checking to see how your new shares in Facebook are performing while you sip a nice 
cup of coffee. Suddenly the loudest sound you will ever hear goes off just behind your 
left ear! You're blinded by the flash and can't hear yourself panic. But you're still alive, 
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so you immediately consider retirement!! 
 
A pilot friend sent these photos this morning of an Atlantic Southeast Airlines/Delta 
Connection aircraft, after it suffered a lightning strike. 
 

                         
 

        
  
 
ATSB TRANSPORT SAFETY REPORT 

Avoidable Accidents No. 1 
Low-level flying 
ATSB  -

TRANSPORT SAFETY REPORT 
Aviation Research and Analysis – AR-2009-041 
 
Avoidable Accidents No. 1 Low-level flying 
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The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) is an independent Commonwealth 
Government statutory Agency. The Bureau is governed by a Commission and is entirely 
separate from transport regulators, policy makers and service providers. The ATSB’s 
function is to improve safety and public confidence in the aviation, marine and rail modes of 
transport through excellence in: 
• independent investigation of transport accidents and other safety occurrences; 
• safety data recording, analysis and research; and 
• fostering safety awareness, knowledge and action. 
 
The ATSB does not investigate for the purpose of apportioning blame or to provide a means 
for determining liability. The ATSB performs its functions in accordance with the provisions 
of the Transport Safety Investigation Act 2003 and, where applicable, relevant international 
agreements. 
 
When the ATSB issues a safety recommendation, the person, organisation or agency must
provide a written response within 90 days. That response must indicate whether the person,
organisation or agency accepts the recommendation, any reasons for not accepting part or all 
of the recommendation, and details of any proposed safety action to give effect to the 
recommendation. 
© Commonwealth of Australia 2010 
This work is copyright. In the interests of enhancing the value of the information contained 
in this publication you may copy, download, display, print, reproduce and distribute this 
material in unaltered form (retaining this notice). However, copyright in the material 
obtained from non- Commonwealth agencies, private individuals or organisations, belongs to 
those agencies, individuals or organisations. Where you want to use their material you will 
need to contact them directly. 
Subject to the provisions of the Copyright Act 1968, you must not make any other use of the 
material in this publication unless you have the permission of the Australian Transport 
Safety Bureau. 
Please direct requests for further information or authorisation to: 
Commonwealth Copyright Administration, Copyright Law Branch 
Attorney-General’s Department 
Robert Garran Offices 
National Circuit 
BARTON ACT 2600 
www.ag.gov.au/cca 
Postal address: PO Box 967, Civic Square ACT 2608 
Office location: 62 Northbourne Ave, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory 
Telephone: 1800 020 616; from overseas + 61 2 6257 4150 
Accident and incident notification: 1800 011 034 (24 hours) 
Facsimile: 02 6247 3117; from overseas + 61 2 6247 3117 
E-mail: atsbinfo@atsb.gov.au 
Internet: www.atsb.gov.au 
Feb10/ATSB60 
ISBN: 978-1-74251-035-4 
ii 
Introduction 
This publication is the first in a pilot education series by the Australian Transport Safety 
Bureau (ATSB) on avoidable accidents. In this report, we will focus on accidents involving 
unnecessary and unauthorised low flying; that is, flying lower than 1,000 ft (for a populous 
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area) or 500 ft (for any other area) above ground level without approval from the Civil 
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA). 
 
Between 1999 and 2008, there were 147 fatal accidents in Australia reported to the ATSB 
involving aerial work, flying training, private, business, sport and recreational flying. Of 
those fatal accidents, at least six were associated with unauthorised, and unnecessary, low 
flying. Those six accidents, along with a seventh non-fatal accident, presented here as case 
studies, were chosen by aviation safety investigators at the ATSB to highlight the inherent 
dangers of unauthorised low flying and to offer some lessons learnt from each case. It is 
hoped that these lessons learnt will help pilots make more accurate risk assessments and 
better decisions before electing to fly at low levels. 
 
At low altitudes, there are many obstacles to avoid and there is a lower margin for error. 
Recognising the risks and hazards of low-level flying, CASA requires pilots to receive 
special training and endorsements before they can legally conduct low-level flying. In the 
accidents below, most of the pilots had neither of these, and none had a legitimate reason to 
be flying below 500 ft. Some legitimate reasons for flying at low level include aerial stock 
mustering, crop spraying, and fire fighting operations. For most private pilots, there is 
generally no reason to fly at low levels, except during takeoff and landing, conducting a 
forced or precautionary landing, or to avoid adverse weather conditions. 
 
What is sad and unfortunate about the accidents described in the followingcase studies is that 
they were all avoidable. 
Iii 

Tragedy on Christmas morning. Section of the struck powerline caught in the horizontal 
stabiliser 
 
On Christmas morning 2008, witnesses in Kernot, Victoria reported hearing an aircraft 
‘....flying very low over the house’ and that the aircraft appeared to have landed on a nearby 
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hill. When the witnesses arrived at the hill, they discovered the aircraft was burning and was 
seriously damaged. The pilot, who was the sole occupant, was killed. Powerlines can creep 
up on you. 
 
The aircraft had hit powerlines after flying over the house. The powerlines were only 86 ft 
(26 m) above the ground. Since the pilot was familiar with the area around the property, he 
was probably aware of the location of the powerlines. However, powerlines are naturally 
difficult to see. Normal powerlines are not required to be marked for aviation and are usually 
unmarked, as was the case in this accident. 
 
Research by the ATSB (2006) found that 39 per cent of the wire strike accidents studied 
between 1994 and 2004 involved low-level operations. Additionally, 63 per cent of pilots 
involved in wirestrike accidents who were surveyed, reported that they were aware of 
powerlines before hitting them. 
1 
No reason to fly low 
The private pilot was also the owner of the Cessna 172M aircraft. Information from 
witnesses suggested that the pilot had a history of low flying, especially over the property 
every Christmas. In addition, the pilot was under investigation by CASA at the time of the 
accident regarding previous occasions of low-flying. He also did not have any low-level 
ratings or endorsements from CASA. There was no operational reason, such as avoiding 
adverse weather, for the pilot to be flying so low. Given his history of a variety of unsafe 
acts, including flying low, and no evidence that the aircraft suffered engine or flight control 
failure, it was likely that the pilot made a deliberate decision to fly low. 
 
Lessons learnt 
 
Just because you know the area and the associated wires, doesn’t mean you will always 
avoid powerlines and other hazards of flying at low level. It only takes a minor distraction to 
draw your attention from a vigilant lookout. If there is no reason to fly below 500 ft — then 
don’t. 

                 
 
                                                  The helicopter during a turn. 
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Crashing the party. 
 
In March 2008, a Bell Helicopter 206B Jetranger III was being used to conduct joy rides at a 
birthday party over a property in Hornsby, New South Wales. Witnesses reported that the 
helicopter was making low-level passes, about 100 ft above the ground, over the property. 
After one of the low passes, the helicopter banked steeply to the left, rolled out and 
descended. As the helicopter was being operated at a height at which recovery was not 
possible, it impacted surrounding trees. The helicopter was severely damaged and broke into 
several parts on impact. 
 
The pilot was not endorsed for low-flying operations and his pilot’s licence was suspended 
by CASA after the accident pending a review. 
 
Seatbelts save lives! 
 
It was reported that only one passenger seated in the back had their seat belt secured during 
the flight. All five occupants survived the accident with varying degrees of serious injuries, 
but at least one was thrown from the helicopter during the impact. The pilot reported that he 
had briefed all passengers on seatbelt use before departing. 
 

             
                                                         Main wreckage. 
 
Weighty issues. 
 
The helicopter had been maintained and inspected appropriately and no mechanical defects 
were found that would have affected the safe flight of the helicopter. However, it was found 
that the helicopter was 28 kg over its maximum take-off weight (MTOW) limit at the time of 
the accident. One of the passengers confirmed they were not weighed prior to departing 
Bankstown airport. 
 
Lessons learnt. 
 
The pilot would have had more time to assess and react to the loss of control situation had he 
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operated the helicopter at the manufacturer’s weight limitations and at 500 ft or more above 
ground level in accordance to civil aviation regulations. 
Civil Aviation Advisory Publication (CAAP) 235-1(1) recommends using actual weights of 
occupants and baggage for light aircraft and helicopters with less than seven seats to avoid 
overloading <www.casa.gov.au/wcmswr/_ assets/main/download/caaps/ops/235_1.pdf>. 
In addition, the injuries to the occupants may have been reduced if all had been wearing their 
seat belts. 
 
Sightseeing over Lake Eildon. 
 
In February 2004, a private pilot was conducting a sight-seeing flight over Lake Eildon, 
Victoria, with three passengers on a family trip. Witnesses reported that their attraction was 
drawn to the aircraft because it was so close to the lake’s surface. Again, there was no 
evidence that environmental or operational factors contributed to the choice of flying height. 
The Piper PA-28 Cherokee Arrow aircraft struck high-voltage powerlines suspended over 
the lake. The aircraft was destroyed by the impact with the wire and with the water. All three 
passengers were fatally injured and the pilot’s body could not be found. 
 
Take a long line. 
 
The power line involved in the accident spanned a 2 km length across Lake Eildon. The 
aircraft struck the power cable at the lowest point of the span, which was only 133 ft above 
the water. Under relevant Australian Standards, the power line was not required to be fitted 
with marker devices as it was less than 295 ft (90 m) in height. 
 
Lessons learnt. 
 
Do not rely on marker devices to alert you to the presence of powerlines. Powerlines under 
295 ft (90 m) in height, as was the case in this accident, are not required under Australian 
Standards to be fitted with marker devices. Familiarise yourself with the location of power 
lines by studying maps of the area before flight. 
 
This is another accident in which hazards at low altitudes (in this case powerlines) can be 
difficult for pilots to spot until it is too late. If flying in a nose-high attitude to allow a slower 
airspeed, powerlines level with or below the aircraft are going to be even more difficult to 
sight. 
 
Buzzing on Christmas Eve. 
 
On Christmas Eve, 2006, following a maintenance inspection, the owner of an Auster J1/A1 
aircraft planned to return the aircraft to his property from a private airstrip at Nelson. Three 
people had positioned themselves between two hangars near the airstrip to observe the 
takeoff and to bid the pilot farewell. 
 
Just after the aircraft lifted off the runway, the pilot made a low-level turn to the right 
towards the hangars with the apparent intention of ‘buzzing’ his friends. As the aircraft 
approached the hangars, it climbed suddenly and hit powerlines that passed across the gap 
between the hangars. Investigation of the wreckage found that the aircraft propeller took the 
full force of the wirestrike, causing the propeller to disintegrate and the engine to stop. The 
aircraft aerodynamically stalled at a low altitude, possibly due to the pilot’s attempt to avoid 
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trees directly behind the powerlines. Due to the pilot’s low altitude, he had little margin to 
recover from the stall, and the aircraft impacted the ground almost vertically. The pilot 
sustained serious head injuries, and did not survive. 
 
A pass too low. 
 
The witnesses’ descriptions suggest that the pilot had deliberately initiated a low-level turn 
shortly after takeoff with the intention of flying directly over them. It was likely that the pilot 
was focussed on the low-level flight over his friends and anticipated a pull-up manoeuvre to 
avoid the trees behind the hangars but subsequently forgot about the powerlines. 
8 
Although the pilot was familiar with the airstrip and was aware of the location of the 
powerlines, research by the ATSB has shown that an awareness of powerline location does 
not guarantee avoidance. The powerline involved was not fitted with high visibility markers, 
nor was it required to be as it was only 39 ft (12 m) above ground level and well away from 
the runway or any likely flight path. Had the pilot maintained the runway track until 500 ft 
above the terrain, he would have greatly reduced the risk of contact with obstacles such 
as the hangars, trees or powerlines. 
 

                 
 
                                           Wreckage of the Auster-J1B. 
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                                                Accident location. 
Lessons learnt. 
 
Flying at low level gives very little or no margin to recover from unexpected events, such as 
aerodynamic stalls or engine failures. This accident also illustrates that pilot awareness of 
powerlines while on the ground doesn’t always equate to awareness of them whilst in the air. 
Powerlines are difficult to see as they can blend in with the background vegetation or the sky 
and this is especially true while flying at low level. 
 
Looking out for your mates. 
 
In March 2006, the wreckage of a Cessna 188B Agwagon was found in a paddock near 
Narrandera, New South Wales. The wreckage showed that the aircraft hit the ground heavily, 
in a nose-down, right wing low position. The pilot was fatally injured. There were no 
powerlines or other obstacles in the area near the accident site which may have contributed 
to the accident. 
 
Water skiing. 
 
Although there were no witnesses to the accident itself, a number of people witnessed the 
pilot’s flying activities prior to the accident. The pilot had landed in a paddock adjacent to a 
water-skiing area on a local river, where a large group of local people had gathered and a 
number of ski boats were operating. The pilot announced an intention to do some low passes 
over the water-ski area. Before taking off for those low passes, the pilot handed his camera 
to a friend (also a pilot) so he could take pictures of him flying over the waterski site. After 
making four very low passes, the pilot landed in the paddock and retrieved his camera. One 
of the recovered camera images showed the aircraft’s main wheel touching the surface of the 
water during at least one of the low passes. 
 
Later that evening, the pilot returned to his aircraft just as some of his friends were about to 
leave the area in their car. The pilot took off to the west, turned back towards the east and 
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conducted a very low pass over the car. The witnesses reported being startled by the pass and 
had stopped their vehicle. 
 
 

               
 
                                Images from the pilot’s camera of the day’s flying activities. 
 
After overflying the vehicle, the pilot ‘…banked hard…’, turned back to the west and 
overflew the vehicle again. During that second pass, the pilot flew directly toward the front 
of the vehicle at about ‘…double the fence height…’. He then conducted two more low 
passes over the water-ski site before departing in the direction of his property. During both 
those low passes over the river, the aircraft’s main wheels were again reported to have 
touched the surface of the water. 
 
The occupants of the car continued their drive home and reported that they observed the
aircraft to be ‘…ducking and weaving…’ over the water-ski area. It was then seen to head 
towards the pilot’s property in a level attitude and shortly after to be in an attitude described 
as ‘…all up on one side…like an X in the sky…and coming around…’. The last time the 
aircraft was seen, it was described as having ‘…climbed …up into the air on its side and then 
bankedaround pretty hard and ducked down again…’. 
 
There is no evidence that the pilot was trained or approved to conduct aerobatic flight. 
Moreover, aerobatic flight was prohibited in the Cessna Agwagon aircraft. The pilot was 
known to conduct ‘high risk’ aerial activities such as aerobatic flight in an agricultural 
aircraft, even when the aircraft was not being used for agricultural operations. Investigation 
of the wreckage and maintenance records found no evidence of mechanical defects that 
might have contributed to the crash. 
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                               Wreckage of a Cessna 188B Agwagon. 
Lessons learnt. 
 
This accident serves as a salient reminder of the dangers of conducting unauthorised low-
flying activities and aerobatic manoeuvres if you are not approved to do so and/or in an 
aircraft for which those manoeuvres are prohibited. 
 
If you are a pilot and you witness unsafe flying, use your influence to discourage  it, nd if 
necessary report it and report it — you may never get a chance later. 
 
Wedding day gone wrong. 
 
The pilot borrowed an Agusta/Bell 47G helicopter to fly his sister to her wedding at the 
family property near Holbrook, New South Wales in February 1999. Witnesses reported that 
the helicopter was flying very low. As it traversed Chinaman’s Gap, several kilometres from 
its destination, the helicopter struck powerlines and impacted the ground. The impact and 
subsequent fire destroyed the helicopter — brother and sister were killed. 
 
‘He was a careful pilot’. 
 
Holding a Commercial Pilot Licence, the pilot also had significant low-level helicopter 
flying experience with the Australian Defence Force. Friends and colleagues said that he was 
a careful pilot. His civilian logbook showed that he had undertaken civilian helicopter low 
flying training to allow him to operate below 500 ft, however he was not yet approved to do 
so (and had not sought permission from CASA to fly low on this occasion). Part of this 
training alerts pilots to the dangers posed by powerlines during low-level flight and the need 
to 
conduct a prior survey of the area. The pilot had not flown the route before and despite his 
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low-level flying training, there was no evidence that he had conducted a reconnaissance of 
the area prior to the flight. 
 
Other pilots, who have regularly flown in the area, reported that the powerline involved 
(which was 102 ft (31 m) above the ground) was difficult to see because the poles were a 
long way apart and partially obscured by trees and that the cables blended with the 
background vegetation. 
 

 
                                                   Accident site. 
Lessons learnt 
 
Although the pilot was trained and experienced in low-level flying, he did not conduct a 
survey of the hazards before flying low over the area. Powerline poles often provide good 
visual cues to enable a pilot to see the powerline itself. However, when the span between 
poles is large, and in particular when the poles are partially obscured by vegetation or other
obstacles, this important cue is diminished or unavailable. Pilots should therefore never rely 
on sighting poles as a sole method for detecting powerlines. 
 
In the middle of nowhere. 
 
In November 2007, three German tourists, who had hired a Cessna 172N Skyhawk Aircraft 
as part of a contingent of three aircraft for an around Australia trip, were flying from 
Katherine to Tennant Creek in the Northern Territory. There were no eyewitnesses to the 
accident, but the occupants of a car that was travelling on the Stuart Highway reported 
seeing the aircraft flying low above the highway moments before the accident. The witnesses 
recalled seeing an aircraft that was flying about 4 to 5 km to the west of the highway, about 
150 ft above ground level. The Cessna made a slow, deliberate turn to line up with the 
highway, before it disappeared from sight behind a crest in the highway some distance in
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front of them. Shortly after, they saw the wreckage beside the highway. 
 

 
                                Earlier low flying by the group of tourists. 
 
Another wirestrike. 
 
The aircraft’s tail section hit a powerline that spanned the Stuart Highway, breaking the tail, 
which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable. The aircraft impacted the highway in a steep 
nose-down attitude and came to rest up-side down about 150 m from the point where it had 
impacted the powerline. The aircraft was destroyed and the accident was not survivable. 
 
Investigation of the aircraft wreckage determined that the aircraft’s ground speed at that time 
of the accident was at least 72 kts. The powerline involved in the accident was only 49 ft (15 
m) above the road surface. 
 
Conscious decision to fly low. 
 
Evidence from images and video footage recovered from cameras found among the 
wreckage, suggests that there was a history of low flying by the group. One week before the 
accident, camera images show that the aircraft was flown low along a Western Australian 
beach by the same occupants with the pressure altimeter indicating an altitude of 70 ft above 
sea level. Video footage showed the aircraft flying below 100 ft along the beach for about 5 
minutes. 
 
Examination of the wreckage and previous pilot behaviour suggested that the pilots made a 
conscious decision to fly low, and were not conducting a forced landing at the time of the 
accident. 
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As Two of the three occupants held German private pilot licences and were sitting in the 
front seats. Neither of the pilots were approved to conduct low-level operations, and there 
was no evidence that either had undertaken any low-level flying training. Without approval 
to fly low and with no low-level training, the pilots probably had limited awareness of the 
hazards associated with flying low, such as impact with powerlines. Considering the 
remoteness of the area where the accident occurred, the pilots may not have expected to 
encounter manmade obstacles. 
 
Lessons learnt. 
 
Don’t forget that powerlines can be anywhere — even in the desert. Don’t give in to the 
temptation to get down low for a better view of the scenery. Passengers may request you to 
fly lower but they probably don’t understand the risks. As the pilot, you are the one who 
needs to set the height limits. 
 
 

                     
 
                                         Aerial view accident site. 
Conclusion. 
 
These case studies serve as salient reminders of the risks associated with low-level flight. 
Out of the seven accidents documented in this report, only one had survivors. Low-level 
flying is inherently unsafe for a number of reasons, so it should be avoided at all costs when 
there is no operational reason to do it (regardless of whether you have been trained and/or 
approved to do so). 
 
Flying at low level is unsafe because: 
►► there are more obstacles to avoid, many of which are hard to see until it is too late (e.g. 
powerlines and birds) 
►► pilots have a higher workload because there are more hazards to negotiate in the 
environment 
►► there may be turbulence and windshear that pilots do not encounter at higher levels and 
►► there is very little time to recover control of the aircraft if something goes wrong. 
 
From the accidents described here, it is apparent that the two major hazards of low flying are 
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wirestrikes and pilots’ reduced opportunity to recover their aircraft from a stall or loss of 
control. It is important to keep in mind that powerlines also exist in remote areas where you 
least expect. For example, the pilots of the Stuart Highway accident probably did not expect 
powerlines in the remoteness of the Northern Territory, and the pilot of the Lake Eildon 
accident probably did not expect to encounter powerlines above the expanse of a large lake. 
 
The effects of wirestrikes at low level are obvious — significant damage to the aircraft, 
usually leading to a loss of control and, because of the lower margin for recovery, 
subsequent impact with the ground or water. Pilots must keep in mind that not only do 
powerlines exist at low levels and in remote areas; they are also not easy to identify. Even 
against a clear blue sky, wires are difficult to spot for a number of reasons. Wires can oxidise 
to a blue/grey tinge and may blend into the background (ATSB, 2006), or the wire may be 
obscured by terrain. Single wires are difficult to detect from the air and can be encountered 
in the most unexpected places in rural areas. Even if a pilot has spotted a powerline, his or 
her ability to judge its distance from the aircraft can be distorted by optical illusions or a lack 
of nearby visual reference points. 
 
Pre-flight assessment and planning is an important part of any flight. Make sure you have 
maps of your intended flight path with you when you fly, and study them before you get into 
your aircraft to identify any terrain, wire, or other obstacles that you need to avoid should 
operational circumstances necessitate flight at low level. If you have been trained and are 
qualified for low flying, and low flying is necessary, ensure that you conduct an aerial survey 
of the area from an appropriate height before you conduct any low flying. Low-level flying 
also presents fewer opportunities to recover from a loss of control compared to flight at 
higher altitudes. It takes time to react and to regain control of an aircraft, and the closer to 
the ground you are, the less time and distance you have. Flying at low altitudes is not only 
risky when things are going right; it becomes downright perilous when things are going 
wrong. 
 
Before you decide to conduct low-level flying, ask yourself whether there is a legitimate or 
operational reason for you to do so. 
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NEXT MEETING  

The next meeting is at the Manhattan Hotel, Canterbury Road, Ringwood, on Tuesday, July 10 
at 1930hrs after a meal for those who wish to enjoy pleasant dining with fellow pilots at 1900hrs. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

My thanks for the many contributions.  Unfortunately, due to the length and importance of the 
article on low flying I have had to omit some from this issue.  Also some are in formats I cannot 
reproduce.  However, keep them coming and I thank those who do contribute.  Any story or 
item of interest adds to the pleasure we all get from our association.  Do not be shy – Nobel Prize 
for Literature standard is not expected.   

Newsletter Closing times: 

Last Tuesday of the month. 

Advertising enquiries and any articles or items of information to:       

 Kel Glare: 03 9439 5920 

O421 060 706, or, preferably, kalkat@optusnet.com.au 

 

 

 


